SIMM Age Rating Policy
Purpose
The purpose of this Policy is to make all members and visitors to the Starfleet Strategic Response Fleet
aware of the varying SIMM age restrictions and policies that accompany them.
Throughout the organisation there are many SIMMs who adopt a certain regulation by where members
must be a certain age in which to allow access to participating. The SSRF as a main site, the Fleet homeforums and home-page, is rated PG-12.
With each age rating there are various restrictions, these are outlined below. So as to fully understand,
they are closely related to the age-ratings given to that of movies and films.

Age-Rating Restrictions
Age Rating
PG-12

PG-16

PG-18

Restrictions
You must be a minimum age of 13 in order to play.
There is to be no cursing whatsoever.
There is to be no sexually orientated material.
There is to be no highly excessive use of detail in
respect of gore and battle damage to lifeforms.
You must be a minimum age of 16 in order to play.
Cursing is permitted, but only on a mild use scale.
For specifics please contact the SIMM
Commanding Officer as this policy is for PG-13
eyes.
Sexual detail is permitted, but only on a mild use
scale. Again, contact the SIMM CO for guidance
on how much detail.
Gore and lifeform battle damage is limited to
slight detail. Again, contact the SIMM CO for
guidance on how much detail.
You must be a minimum age of 18 in order to play.
All cursing is permitted.
All sexual content is permitted.
All damage and gore detail is permitted.

Age-Rating Reviewing
Age-Ratings can on occasion be reviewed should the need arise, and they can be increased or decreased
as necessary. The only member of a SIMM who is permitted to request a change in their SIMM’s agerating is the Commanding Officer, and they must put the request in directly to the Fleet Executive
Officer and both Joint Fleet Commanding Officers, using the SIMM Age-Rate Change Request Form
(doc ref. RF001).
The SIMM Commanding Officer will then be notified if the change is authorised or not, and will then
be able to contact their member populous in order to affect any changes necessary.

SIMM COs, please note – before requesting an age-rate change increase, please consider how many of
your members will qualify for the upgrade in age-rating.
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